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1INTRODUCTION
The first German immigration to the United States occurr-
ed in the seventeenth century. This migration was due to various
causes, but it was particularly due to the economic distress,
brought on by the Thirty Years War, and to the desire for relig-
ious freedom among certain Protestant sects in Germany. These
early German immigrants, for the most part, settled at Germantown,
and in other parts of Pennsylvania. During the first decades of
the eighteenth century there was a gradual increase in the number
of German immigrants. The most of them settled in the valley of
the Mohawk and Schoharie Rivers in New York, and in the limestone
regions of Pennsylvania. The emigration from Germany was chiefly
religious in character, although the favorable reports from ear-
lier German settlers in America and the more plentiful means of
transportation, no doubt, played an important part in causing the
Germans to leave the fatherland.
In the eighteenth century also occurred the first German
immigration to Illinois. The number of immigrants, however, was
very small. Not until after 1830 did emigration directly from Ger-
many assume large proportions in Illinois. Many causes contributed
to this increase in number; the chief reasons were the religious,
political, and economic conditions in the fatherland. The glowing
reports from Illinois no doubt- strongly reinforced the above causes.
The object of this thesis, German Immigration to Southern
Illinois, 1820-1860
, is to show the part the Germans took in the
development of Illinois. First, will be discussed the causes which

2brought about the immigration; second, the transportation to and in
this country; third, the settlements and settlers in Southern Illin-
ois; fourth, the activities of these Germans.

CHAPTER I
CAUSES OF THE IMMIGRATION
The German immigration of the nineteenth century was quite
distinct in character from that of the preceding century. From the
time of the Napoleonic wars to the revolution of 1848, the govern-
ments of Germany were despotic, and supported an established church*1",
while at the same time the marvelous growth of the universities
produced a class of educated liberals. These took a leading part
2in the July Revolution of 1830, and in the Revolution of 1848 .
Their great cry for liberalism in politics included the cry for lib-
eralism in religious affairs,
America, from its earliest history, has been a haven for
the religiously oppressed in Europe. And although the cause of the
German immigration between 1820-1860 was not the religious^ dissen-
sion existing in Germany at that time, yet it is evident th-at this
cause operated strongl}*- in promoting the general discontent with con-
servatism. Liberalism was demanded in religious as well as in polit-
ical affairs. miile Protestant Prussia was dealing with her rebell-
4ious Lutheran population, Catholic Bavaria was having trouble in
subduing her Catholic subjects. 5 At length these governments were
forced to resort to extreme measures, but it was not until a more
severe reaction had set in that the radical members of the different
churches sought relief by immigrating to America.
1. Commons, Races and Immigrants in America, 67,
2. Ibid
3. Andrews, Modern Europe, 270,
4. Seignobos, Political History of Europe, 690.
5. Andrews, Modern Europe, 270,

During the period from 1830 to 1845 the religious world was
especially excited over the conflicting opinions that were agitating
the people. The philosophical utterances of Schleiermacher, Hchel-
ling, and Kegel brought about a wholesale reaction against the dead
abstractions of deism, and stirred up the conservatives in religion
against the radicals, 1 But this influence was not to be compared
with the bitterness that was aroused by the writings of Strauss,
Bauer, Vischer, and others of the Tubingen school, who declared that
the Gospels were unhistorical and the Epistles uninspired".
The German people who had been slow to act on political and
constitutional questions "were quick", says Prof. Andrews, a historian,
"to respond to anything that touched their philosophical or religious
faith". Angry and,violent religious discussions were held, and these
increased the general agitation by stimulating radicalism and generat-
ing political discontent. Attempts to suppress these discussions led
to emigration.
Complete religious equality had not at this time been real-
i
ized in Germany. The Catholic and Protestant faiths, though nominal-
ly equal in law, were not so in fact; the minority in faith had
4
always to live under the cold shade of an alien creed, it is said.
During the religious struggle the Catholic church had grown. In
Bavaria, says the French historian, Seignobos, the Catholic church
controlled the policy of the government. The King was subservient to
5
the ecclesiastical authorities, and the court was powerless to act.
In the German states where the Catholics were in minority, they fought
;
strongly to separate the church from the state. 6 When unsuccessful in
1. Andrews, Modern Europe, 270. 5. Seignobos, Political Hist.
2. Ibid of Europe, 695.
3. Andrews, Modern Europe, 271. 6. Andrews, Modern Europe, 270.
4. Littells" Living Age, XI, 202.

5this many emigrated.
Although the Catholic emigrants exceeded the Protestants
in numbers, the latter constituted a large part of the emigrants of
this period. The most important of these were the Lutherans, The
Lutheran church had been reorganized and the Hohonzollem ruler had
ordered all subjects to conform to the new belief. "Penalties were
threatened for those who refused; imprisonment, confiscation of
property, and other persecutions were practised to such an extent
that many left for America. The greatest number emigrated during the
period 1839-1845. In 1837, it is said, twenty Lutheran pastors of
northern Prussia were imprisoned, or banished for refusing to accept
some religious mandates of the kind.
Although German immigration to the United States in the
nineteenth century was to some extent occasioned by religious condi-
tions, the causes for the most part were political and economic.
After the Napoleonic wars the governments of Germany v/ere despotic
in character; they consistantly fought the liberal party, which was
rapidly growing at this time. The first clash in 1832, and the sec-
ond in 1848, caused thousands of Germans to leave their fatherland
and go to America. Gustav Koemer, a noted German refugee of 1833,
said that not only did those who participated in these struggles
leave Germany, but a much larger class, which had never come into
open conflict, but which sympathized with the revolutionary movements
in Germany, and had become disgusted with the reaction that had set
in. 3
Since the Congress of Vienna in 1815, Germany had been
1. Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 493,
2. Commons, Chautauquan, XXXVIII, 434.
5. Koemer, Memoirs, I, 546.

6under the controlling influences of Prince Mettemich of Austria.
Mettornich wished to check the national and liberal movements in
Germany. All who opposed him, he called revolutionists. "The object
of these factions", he said, "is one and the same, the overthrow of
every legally existing institution. But his policy, instead of
weakening the liberals, strengthened them, for when strongly pressed
they co-operated with the liberals outside of their own state.
The liberals in Germany were fighting for the principles
set forth during the French Revolution, sovereignty of the people,
liberty, and equality. The revolution of 1830 in France, with the
abdication of Charles X, and the transfer of pov/er from the ultras
to the moderates, gave the signal for popular agitation and revolt in
different parts of Europe. In Germany the liberals acted temperately;
in nearly every case agitationtook the form of a demand for constitu-
tional government. This agitation was most pronounced on the east
side of the Rhine, where the relics of the feudal system were most
severely felt by thinking men. In 1832 the liberals in Germany again
demanded greater privileges. These uprisings were especially marked
3in the Rhenish Palatinate and in Frankfort. Reactionary measures
were immediately passed by the diet; all political gatherings were
prohibited; the press was placed under a rigid censorship; universi-
ties were subjected to governmental supervision; and the sovereignty
of the individual states was transferred to the central authority,
the diet. 4 The bitterness felt at the abolition of these old in-
1. Seignobos, Political History of Europe, 8.
2. Seignobos, Political History of Europe, 8.
3. Baker, Americana Germanica, I, 65.
4. Andrews, Modern Europe, 260.

7herited rights was so great that only a slight impetus was necessary
to produce a great tidal wave. This impetus was supplied by Duden's
Bericht fiber eine Heise nach den Wentlichen Staaten Ilordamerika 1 s ,
and by other books and pamphlets setting forth the glories of America
the land of promise.
The seeds of the French revolution of 1830 found particu-
larly fertile soil among the educated youths of Germany. Through the
influence of some professors, and other liberal men a society, called
Burschenschaft , was organized. The members pledged themselves not
only to lead upright lives, but also to work for the national upbuildjj-
1 2
ing of Germany. Their pranks were considered dangerous by Metter-
nich. In time some of the members were condemned, and imprisoned for
years, often without having been tried on any specific charge. Some-
times men of high rank were also persecuted. As a result, says an
anonymous writer of 1846, many of the ablest young men left the
country. These were the first political refugees to go to Illinois,
In 1848 another attempt was made for a more liberal government, but
it also failed. The result was the emigration of 1848,
To these political idealists America seemed a place
where it would be possible to carry out the theories that were inter-
4fered with in the fatherland. They thought that in America all
1. Bruncken, Deutsch Am. GeschichtsblaVfcter, III and IV, 45.
2. October, 1817, the Burschenschaft met at the little town of
Eisenach to celebrate the 300th anniversary of the Reforma-
tion. A part of the ceremonies was the building of a bonfire,
around which speeches of a religious and patriotic nature were
made. Then a basketful of books was brought out; the titles
were read, and the books which oeemad unpatriotic were con-
signed to the flames amid enthusiastic speeches. (Bruncken,
Deutsch Am. Geschdchtsblatter, III, pt. II, 46).
3. Littells* Living Age, XI, 202.
4. Baker, Americana Germanica, I, 62.

8their schemes, no matter how radical, would be welcomed. Among these
refugees the idea was particularly prevalent of founding a German
state in America.
Many colonization societies were organized with this
purpose in view. The organization with the most pronounced political
character was the Giessener AuswanderungsGesollschaf
t
. The members
of this society hoped to realize certain political and social ideals
in the new v/orld.
1
Very few of these exiles came to the United States
with the intention of making this country their permanent home; they
came here for a place of safety, where they could remain until the
troubles at home broke out again, or »es wieder losgeht", as they
expressed it. 2
The immigrants who came for political reasons were
entirely different from those driven here byeccnomic want, or relig-
ious persecution. The former for the most part were young, ambitious
restless, and actively intelligent men. Moreover, says an anonymous
writer of 1846, they were men with ideals to the realization of which
they were ready to devote their activities, to risk their homes,
possessions, and even their liberty, The greatest number of political
refugees immigrated during the period 1848-1860, but as early as
1832 many came, for when they saw the hopelessness of the struggle
at home, they decided to immigrate to the United States.
Economic forces have always played the most important
part in all emigration from the earliest history of man down to the
present day. The escape from the regions of an ever vanishing food
surply in the rear, and the prospect of improving one's material con-
dition ahead, have been important factors in causing people to migrate
however much religious and political conditions have caused discontent
1. Bruncken, Am. Hist. Assn't Report, 18^-38 1 54 ?2. Bruncken, Deutsch Am. Geschichtsbiatter! ih and TV 4P

thoy probably have not caused the great mass of people to migrate
if their economic conditions woro favorable.
It is evident that it was chiefly the economic condi-
tions which caused the Germans, not including the refugees of 1852
and of 1848, to leave Germany in the period from 1825 to 1860. There
were various causes; overpopulation, industrial stagnation]" and the
higher cost of living brought on by bad harvests. Transportation
was becoming cheaper and easier. The letters and tales of earlier
emigrants were filled with the wonders of the new world. All these
factors together brought about a larger increase in the number of
emigrants.
"Overpopulation, hov/ever, relates less to absolute
density than to the opportunity of livelihood,*1 says Mr. Dingley
in a Consular Report. The most densely populated parts often sent
the fewest emigrants. In West-ohalia, for instance, a great number
4
of small proprietors in 1846 sold their lands and sailed for America.
In Bavaria, on the other hand, very small farms predominated, but
from this state there was less emigration than from any other state
An
in Germany. anonymous writer of 1846 says that where the subdivision
of the land had gone on to such an extent that each peasant had only
a small plot of ground from which to eke out a bare existence, over-
population did without a doubt cause emigration. K
The industrial depression, too, caused much misery among
the Germans during the early part of this period. The small hand
1. McLaughlin, Pol. Sc. Hon., LXV, 224.
2. Faust, The German Element in the U.S., I, 583.
3. Dingley, European Emigration, 260.
4. Littell's L^ing Age, XI, 202
5. Pooley, Settlement of Illinois 434.

10.
industries, which had for years boen a means by which the poorer
Germans were enabled to make their living, were now taken away by the
introduction of machinery,"*" The introduction of steam and the rapid-
ly extending supremacy of English manufactures left destitute thous-
ands and thousands of artisans who were brought up under the old
system in which each man made the whole article.*"
To Germany's normal condition, terrible as it may have
been, were added the bad harvests in the forties. In the "good years
only a few potatoes, a little corn, oats, clover, and hay could be
raised, but when the crops failed, the poor peasants were destitute.
In 1841 there was a slight falling off in the crops. Niles* Register
states that the extremely severe winter of 1844-45 destroyed many
vineyards in various parts of the lower Rhine, and in the following
4
spring floods interfered with agriculture. The same number of the
Register states that the Rhine, the Maine, the Ueckar, the Danube,
the Elbe, and the Vistula in turn overflowed their banks, flooding
5
towns and villages and laying farms waste. The cereal crop was to
a great extent destroyed, and the potato crop also failed. As a
result, the price of bread stuff immediately rose. In the same year
a destructive epidemic raged amongst the cattle and horses in Prussia.
A letter from KOnigsberg states that four thousand perished in a
single district. 17 The severity of the famine increased in 1846, and
the cold winter of 1846-47 gave added misery to the peasant, 8 Bread
Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 494,
2. Marx, Revolutions and Counter-revolution, 5,
3. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., I, 583.
4. Kiles» Register LXVIII, 145.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid, LXXII, 208,
7. Niles' Register, LXVIII, 145.
8. Ibid, LXXII, 392.
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riots occurred at various places; the one at Berlin April 19-22,
in 1847, was especially severe.
1 Emigration now again became large.
Dr. Lieber of South Carolina, writing at this time,
says that, "Death is harvesting his plentiful sheaves in Germany.
The people are dropping into graves of hunger far wider than the pito
of battlefields. Private letters, as well as German papers received
here of late, inform us that the people on the Rhine, in the Black
Forest, in the Erzgebirgo^ and in several other parts of Germany, are
dying fast, either because the potato, forming the usual and in many
places the exclusive meal of the poor, has failed, or because typhus
fever—that infallible gleaner on the fields on which poverty and
hunger have used their unrelenting scythe—has not refused in this
case, either, to offer its ready service to other great destroyers."
"There are thousands without food or raiment. This is in that por-
tion of Germany which has heretofore been the granary of the kingdom,
and where grain is almost exclusively raised. The suffering of the
people is terrible in the wine district, since they are absolutely
2dependent on other sections for food."
It is small wonder that those destitute people turned
their attention to the United States, which at this time wa3 undergo-
ing a period of expansion and prosperity. Prof. Turner, a noted
historian, said of the Middle West at this period, "It was an era of
land speculation, town building, and westward movement. A flood of
settlers poured by way of the Erie Canal and steam boats into the
land between the Ohio and the Great Lakes. * * * * * *
These conditions were made known in Germany. Cheap lands, light taxes,
the need of laborers, and the opportunity to gain a competence in a
1. Ibid, LXXII, 208, 3. Faust, The Ger. element in the
2. Niles» Register, XXII, 392. U.S., I, 583.
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short tir.io by toil, - these were conditions that attracted the
Germans. A
No doubt the oconoraic prosperity of the United States was
very influential in directing immigration to America. The lettors of
2
early settlers were filled with glowing accounts of the new world.
Tho letters that carried money back to the fatherland were especial-
ly persuasive. Money, says Mr. Eickhoff, was constantly being rais-
ed in America to alleviate the suffering in Germany and to assist
the unfortunates to emigrate.'5 Dr. Duden's Be richt uber eine Reise
nach den Westlichen Staaten Nordamerika'
s
,
describing the glowing
prospects of settlers and the pleasures of pioneer life, was probably
a more important influence. Koerner in his Memoirs says, the book
was well written and thus attracted the attention of the higher class
of Germans, especially those who were thinking of immigrating to
America. 4 Other books and pamphlets, though apparently not as impor-
tant as Dr. Duden's work, were issued by the score.
Once in the United States, the exceptional advantages of
navigation to and in Illinois made it very accessible. The cheap
land of the fertile Mississippi Valley was a sufficient inducement
:
to direct the German immigrants Westward* 6 Here the land was not onl}
cheap, but the titles were secure, ? and there was work for all. Peck,
in his Gazetteer of 1837, lays much stress on the need of laborers in
the towns of Illinois. 8 Land in the South was often as cheap as in
1. Turner, Chicago Record-Herald, Sept. 4, 1901.
2. Eickhoff, In der Neuen Heimath, 280.
3. Ibid.
4. Koerner, Memoirs, I, 275.
5. Peck, Gazetteer, IT.. A. R. % LI, 113.
6. Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 493.
7. Ogden, Thwaites, Early W. Travels, XIX, 80.
8. Peck, Gazetteer, 328.
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the North, and more accessible, but the Germans' di3liko of slavery
induced them to go North, whero they need not work with slaves.
Since St. Louis was the usual stopping place for all the Germans who
went westward by way of the Mississippi, or by way of the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers, the majority of the immigrants settled near St.
Louis, particularly in Illinois, because Missouri was a slave state.
During the hard times in Germany, agents of transporta-
tion companies were not idle among the Germans. The agent3 were well
dressed and well supplied with money. They wore watches with heavy
gold chains as a sample of the gold to be found lying in the streets
of America. 1 They told wonderous tale3 of wealth to be easily
acquired in the United States, of political freedom, light taxes,
p
and easy government. Wherever permitted, the agents were sent to
circulate pamphlets and to advertise, 3
At first the German governments favored emigration; but
when it reached a colossal stage, they tried to repress it. In 1845
the Prussian, Bavarian, and some other German governments put a
"quarantine" against all American publications, and totally excluded
the entrance of American-German papers into their dominions,^ Nile3'
Register states that these governments wished to divert emigration
toward Brazil, Algeria, or to any country other than America, because
they feared the liberalizing reaction upon their own dominions of the
immigrants to the United States,
The German states did, however, encourage convicts and
other people of disrepute to immigrate to the united States, Their
1. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., I, 61.
2. Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 495.
3. Dingley, European Emigration, 262,
4-5. Niles' Register, LX1X, 226.
6. Ibid, LXXI, 193.
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passage acaross tho Atlantic was paid in some instances. This no
doubt was cheaper than keeping thera in prison at home. Mr, Eickhoff,
a Gorman immigrant, declares that in tho summer of 1846 the Baden
government financially assisted five hundred Germans from the Oden-
walde to the United States. All were wholly destitute, they were
sick, crippled, and unfit for work, so had to be taken to the poor
house.
Thus it is seen that the causes of emigration were
various, but that the chief factor was an economic one, except for
the emigrants of 1832 and 1848, wh© left Germany because of politi-
cal conditions.
1. Eickhoff, In der Heuen Heimath, 92.
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CHAPTER II
TRANSPORTATION
During the early nineteenth century there was little
emigration from Germany. The chief reason for this was the appalling
1
hardships which were suffered by emigrants during the voyage.
Many of the medium sized vessels, sa3rs a writer of that time, carried
seven hundred passengers, besides merchandise, Men, women, and
children of every class were crowded together in the steerage. Sick-
ness consequently became general and many died while at sea. March 2,
1819, the congress of the United States passed an act regulating
passenger ships and vessels. This act provided for the assignment
of room, ventilation, food and water supplies. Its indefiniieness
real
made evasion easy. It was not until 1847 that the first /and active
legislation was passed by Congress towards regulating the number of
passengers for each immigrant vessel landing in this country. By
the provisions of the act^ of March 2, 1847, each immigrant was to
\
be given fourteen feet of space for his own use, which was not to be
occupied by freight of any kind. Later this space was increased to
sixteen feet. Furthermore, vessels' were to have not more than two
tiers of berths* the berths must be at least six foet long, and
eighteen inches wide for each paasen jer. The act of May 17, 1848,
also provided for the better venc^fcion of vessels, and prescribed
1. Thomas, Chautauquan, VIII, ".93,
2. Bullock, Thwaitos' Early W. Travels, XIX, 129.
3. House Journals, 2nd Session, 15th Congress, 332,
4. Journal of Senate, 2nd Session, 29th Congress, 254.
•
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1
$he quantity of food supplies for each traveler.
Transportation within the United States was almost as
groat a problem as transportation across the Atlantic. Flat-bottoms,
keels, and barges were used on the Mississippi River as late as 1853
it is said. 2 The flat-boats, however, continued to be used in the
3
greatest number after the introduction of the steam boat, which
as early as 1817 was beginning to supersede other kinds of boats,
4
In this same year, it is stated in Niles 1 Register, nine boats were
built on the Ohio and Mississippi, making a total of twenty vessels
5
on these waters.
The travelers on these early steamboats experienced many
inconveniences and difficulties. One who made the trip in 1832 thus
vividly describes a voyage up the Mississippi. "This hour", ho said,
"you get upon a sand bank, the next you are nearly swagged—drift
wood in the river breaks your paddle—the pilot is found to be a
toper—the engineer an ignoramus—the steward an economist—the
captain a gambler—the black fireman an insurgent, and the deck
passengers riotous. This moment you have too little 3team and
hardly advance against the current; another too much, and the boat
trembles with the tremenduous force exerted by the power that im-
j
pels her. To complete your dismay the captain agrees to take a
disabled steamboat, or a couple of heavily laden barges in tow for
I
the next four or five hundred miles. "6
These first steamboats were not adapted to river navi-
gation. Two or three miles an hour, it is said, was the average
1. Journal of House, 1st Session, 30th Congress, 814.
2. Ogden, Thwaites, Early W. Travels, XIX, 41.
3. Latrobe, N. A. R.
,
II, 331, 5. Niles 1 Regiater, XIII, 112.
4. Fordham, Travels, 106 6, Latrobo, N.A.R., I, 224.
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rate of speed against the current. Eut as the steam boat3 were per-
fected their speed was greatly increasod, making communication more
easy and rapid. It is stated in lliles' Register that in 1818 a
steam boat could make the passage of sixteen hundred miles, from
Louisville to New Orleans in seven days. 1 In 1826 the passage down
stream, which in 1817 required from ten to fourteen days, wa3 made
in six days. A later number of Niles' Register states that in 1836
it took seventeen and one-half days to make the trir from Hew York
to Chicago; by 1840 the distance from Buffalo to Chicago had been
2
covered in two days and two nights.
The cost of transporation varied considerably as competi-
tion became more bri3k. In 1318 rates for passengers fromNew Orleans
to the mouth of the Ohio was ninety-five dollars; children from two to
ten years at half-price; children under two at one-fourth price; and
servants at one-half price. 3 By 1830 the passage by steam boat from
New Orleans to St. Louis and back cost thirty dollars each way, ^
5
ieck passage was only eight dollars. The fare from New York to
Buffalo in 1830 was twenty-five dollars, and from Buffalo to Cleve-
Land six dollars. 6 The fare from Albany to Buffalo in the early
thirties is given in the Emigrants' and Travelers 1 Guide as fifteen
I 7iollars and sixty-two cents by packet. The fare from Buffalo to
| Chicago by steamboat cost twenty dollars in 1840; fifteen dollars in
L842; twelve dollars in 1847; and but ten dollars in 1850; steerage
ppassage could be obtained for about half the above price. The fare
1. Niles' Register, XV, 267. 7. Baird, Guide, 363.
2. Ibid, LVIII, 288. 8. Pooley, Settlement of 111., 360
3. Niles' Register, Xv, 384.
4. Flint, Hist, and Ceog,, Appendix, 212.
5. Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 367.
6. Flint, Hist, and Geog,, Appendix, 212.
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for one person from How York to St. Louis by way of Philadelphia and
Pittsburg with cabin passage on the river ranged from forty to forty-
five dollars in the later thirties.
1 Stage fare was usually six cents
2per mile in the West,
The cost of the transportation of goods was in accordance
with the prices of travel. Before 1850 the charge of freight from
Shawnee, Illinois o New Orleans, was listed in the Emigrants 1 and
Travelers* guide one dollar per hundred pounds, and four and one-
3
half dollars back. Later the usual charge for freight from New
Orleans to St. Louis was sixty-two and one-half cents per hundred.
4
Down stream charges were less.
Turning now to the principal ports of land, it is found
that they were few in number. During the early part of the nine-
teenth century, Baltimore was the chief landing place for German
immigrants to the United States. Not until the later thirties did
New York come into prominence as a landing place. Very few Germans
landed at New Orleans before 1830, In the year 1833 only twenty
Germans came by way of that city. But during the thirties New Orleans
5
became the most usual port for immigrants bound for Illinois.
From these different ports of landing there were several
direct routes to Illinois. From Baltimore the immigrants went to
1. Peck, Gazetteer, 327.
2. Peck, Guide, 372,
3. Baird, Guide, 358,
4?. Ibid.
5, Baltimore (McMaster. VII, 226); (Koepfli, M3s,, 3); (Ratterman,
Ein Lebenbild, 265) ; (Rombauer, Trans, of 111. State Hist.
Society, IX, 291); New Orleans, (Pooley, Settlement of
Illinois, 350); (Baird, Guide, 341).
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Illinois by way of the national road from Cumberland to Wheoling,
whore many took passage on the Ohio River. In 1842 traveling by
this route was made more convenient when Wheeling and Cumberland were
connected by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad.
From New ^York the immigrants usually went up the Hudson
River to Albany, and thence to Buffalo by way of the Erie canal.
From the latter place they could reach southern Illinois in several
different ways. Dr. C. Koepfli and family went as far west as Cleve-
land on the lakes, and then went by way of a partly finished canal to
Dresden, from there they went by way of the Muskingum River on a
2
flat-boat to Marietta. Thence they too took a steamboat to St. Louis.
The Koerner and Englemann party al30 went via the lakes
as far west as Cleveland, but from there they went on the newly com-
pleted Ohio Canal to Portsmouth, where they took a steamer down the
3Ohio, and up the Mississippi to St. Louis. From the latter place
they went overland to Belleville, Illinois.
Beginning with the thirties, the most usual route for
German immigrants to Southern Illinois, however, was the Mississippi
River. This route was not only less expensive, but less difficult
than the land journey from Baltimore, or the journey by water from
4
;
New York, which trip required many changes from one boat to another.
1. Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 355,
2. Koepfli, Mss,, 3,
3. Ratterman, Ein Lebenbild, 265.
Rombauer, Trans, of 111, State Hist. Society, EC, 291.
Koemer, Memoirs, I, 280,
4. Koepfli, Mss,, 5,
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Aft or Now Orleans, St, Louis was the next stopping place of the Ger-
man immigrants. From this city nearly every point in Illinois could
be reached in a reasonably short time. In 1831 stage lines connected
St. Louis with various settlements throughout Southern Illinois.
Three times a week the stage left St. Louis. It passed through
Belleville, Lebanon, Maysville, and Lawrenceville; another line went
to Vandalia, by way of Edwardsville and Greenville,
In this chapter we have seen some of the great difficul-
ties and inconveniences borne by the immigrants of this period, in
crossing the ocean and in traveling in the United States. The condi-
tions in traveling, the kinds of boats used, the slowness of travel-
ing, and the expense have been taken into consideration. They make
a striking contrast to the comfort and rapiditv with which immigrants
today travel.

CHAPTER III
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SETTLEMENTS A1JD SETTLERS
Before 1830 there were few German communities in Illin-
ois, but in the following years many German immigrants poured into
Illinois and made new settlements,^" These early German settlers
naturally went to the counties near St. Louis which lay on the main
2
routes of immigration to the Middle West, Because of the means
of transportation, too, most of the trade was concentrated in the
counties near St. Loui3.
It would be as superfluous as it is impossible to enum-
erate all the German settlements which grew up in Southern Illinois
during the period under consideration. Only a few of the mo-st
typical and best known settlements will be mentioned.
The earliest settlement by immigrants from Germany was
probably at Dutch Hollow in the second decade of the eighteenth
4 5
century. In the early thirties the Koepfli and Suppinger families.
settled at Highland, Madison County. Many other cultured families,
German as well as Swiss, followed them. In time Highland became a
g
very large German settlement. Its growth no doubt was largely due
to its situation, for it was only twenty-five miles from St. Louis.
This situation at a time when transportation wa3 difficult, was a
7great advantage in the disposal of crops.
1. McLaughlin, Pop. Sc. Hon., LXV, 225.
2. Bosse, Das Deutsche Element, 177,
3. Koemer, Das Deutsche Element, 245.
4. Parrish, Historic Illinois, 347,
5. There seems to be some uncertainly about the date when these
families came to Highland, C. Koepfli in a manuscript
gives the date 1831, Bosse, and Koorner in Das D. Element,
give the date 1832. 7, Faust, The Ger. Element in the
6. Peck, Gazetteer, 219. U.S., I, 460.
«
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In 1819 Ferdinand Emot visited Illinois, and choso
Vandalia, Fayette County as a place for settlement. 1 During the
2
early twenties,
J
he with about twenty or twenty-five families
settled at Vandalia3 . Many scon fell sick and died. Ernst, himself,
4
died soon after settling. Many of the survivorB later occupied
5
prominent positions in social and political life.
Perrin, a local historian, wrote that Effingham, Monroe,
Marion, and Clinton Counties received many German settlers in 1838.
They were soon joined by others from Germany. In 1840 there were
about ninety G-erman families in and around Teutopolis, the most im-
portant German settlement in Effingham County. In the surrounding
townships German immigrants were also scattered. ' The first Germans
who came to Clinton County settled in the southern part. In 1837,
it is stated in a local 'history, these Germans bought one hundred and
ptwenty acres of dhurch land. On this land grew up the town of
Germantown. After 1850 German immigration was greatly increased in
this county, but these later immigrants did not settle in distinct
districts.^
1. Ernst, Trans, of 111. State Hist. Society, VIII, 163.
2. The dates vary from 1819 to 1821, Hiles* Register, XIX, 400,
gives 1820; Ratterman in Deutsch Am, Geschichtsblatter,
III and IV, 62, gives the date 1821.
3. Reynolds, My Own Times, 287.
4. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 245.
5. Marion and Clinton County Hist., 62.
6. Hist, of Effingham County, 251.
7. Hist, of Effingham County, 230.
8. Marion and Clinton County Hist,, 256.
9. Marion and Clinton County Hist., 63.
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St. Clair County early became one of the centers of
German influence in Illinois,
1
The Germane first went there in
great numbers in 1833, Before 1820 there were only about twenty
German families in this county. That St. Clair County early became
an important center for Germans was probably due to its situation.
Transportation across the Great Lakes before 1839 was dangerous and
difficult, therefore the immigrants usually went south from the
Lakes to the Ohio River, is stated in Kiles* Register of 1839."
They went no farther south because of their repugnance to slavery.
The same reason also kept many from settling in Missouri.^ And
until the later thirties the Indian troubles in the northern part of
Illinois kept the Germans, as well as other immigrants, farther south
,
The fertility of the soil in St. Clair County kept many immigrants
from traveling farther from St. J,ouis to look for better land. These
immigrants also realized that if they wished to follow agricultural
lines, as a very great number of them did, it was necessary to be
5
near a commercial port like St. Louis.
putch Hollow, on the Kaskaskia River in St. Clair County
was probably the first German settlement in Illinois. As early as
71818 several Swiss families from Aarau had settled at this place,
but probably there were some earlier settlers here.^ Mr. Moses in
his writing, Illinois, Historical and Statistical, states that Dutch
Hollow early became the rallying point for a large number of thrifty
1. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., I, 458.
2. Der Pioneer, I, 112,
3. Niles» Register, XLIV, 125.
4. Koepfli, Mss., 5.
5. Eosse, Das Deutsche Element, 177.
6. Marion and Clinton County Hist., 61.
7. Eosse, Das Deutsche Element, 177.
8. Several authorities state that the German families, Markee
and Germain had settled here in 1815, but they did not
come directly from Germany in 1815«
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Gorman immigrants who poured into St. Clair and the adjoining
ounties.^"
In 1831 Boveral Germans went from Hesse-Darmstadt to
Shiloh and Turkey Hill, St. Clair County.
2 Both these towns were
originally settled by American pioneers, but during the thirties thes
towns became German.
5
In 1832 some more Germans from Hesse-Darmstadt
settled in St. Clair County. A local writer says that they were well
to do farmers and tradesmen.^
Before 1830 the majority of the German immigrants con-
sisted of laborers, artisans, and farmers who sought to better their
material condition.
5
But immediately after the European revolution-
ary movements of 1830 and 1848 this class became so large that it
soon formed a most important element among the Germans of this country.1
The two great currents of immigration, caused by these uprisings, were
in 1832 and 1848. 6 The immigrants of these two different periods
present certain contrasts, but for the most part they were governed
by the same general conditions. Both, at first, regarded their stay
rt
in America as temporary. The enthusiasm of the Zweiunddre iz ige r for
the struggles in the fatherland, however, soon began to cool when the'
became interested in the activities of the United States. Accordingly
when the Achtundvierziger came with their radical theories, and
their uncurbed enthusiasm, it was small wonder that they were disgust-
ed with, and looked upon the Germans who had come earlier, as traitors
to the cause of Gcrman liberty.
1. Moses, Illinois, Historical and Statistical, I, 387.
2. Der Pioneer, XIII, 109.
3. Harion and Clinton County Hist., 61.
4. Ibid.
5. Bruncken, Am. Hist. Assn't Report, 1898, I, 349.
6. The Immigration was not Confined to these years, but kept
on several years later. - 7. Baker. Americana Germanics, I, fi9.
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A large number of the German immigrants who came during
the thirties came in Giessener Auswandorung c Gesellschaf
t
.
This
society was formed in Germany, says Koorner, for the purpose of found
ins <fe German State in America".
1 Koerner also declares that it was
2 T +
one of the best organized colonies that ever left Germany. its
organisation was based on economy, and equality. No one was allowed
to join who was not of good repute, or who did not have sufficient
means to support himself for some time in this country. Many of its
members were of high rank in official and professional life in Ger-
many. "Its leaders", says Koerner, "were men of eminence and integ-
4
rity. " They eagerly studied Duden's book, and other works on the
West.
5
Those members of the society who came in 1832 planned to
settle in Arkansas, 6 but instead of settling in a body, they follow-
ed the example of practically all other immigrants; each selected the
place that seemed best to him. The leaders of those who went to
7
Missouri in 1834, were Priedrich Mftnch and £aul Pollenus. . Most of
the members of this society, however, settled in Illinois, especially
in or near Belleville, St. Clair County. 8 But in spite of the
splendid organization, and the great leaders of this society, it
failed hopelessly to form a Hew Germany in the United States. This
failure was not due to the lack of intelligence, money, or enthusiasm
but to the lack of accurate knowledge of America, and to the romantic.
1. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 300.
2. Ibid.
3. Koerner, Memoirs, I, 308.
4. Ibid.
5. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 300.
6. Bruncken, Deutsch-Am. Geschichts blatter, III and IV, 33.
7. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 301.
8. Bruncken, Deutsch Am. Geschichtsblatter, III and IV, 35.
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1
rather than the practical character of the undertaking. Although
this society did not realize its patriotic dreams, its arrival had
a very marked influence on the people of Illinois, and the earlior
German 3ettler3 in Illinois. Here for the first time since the
day3 of the Puritans in Illinois, some of the Americans of Illinois
came in contact with a number of men of superior social and educa-
tional standing, who came not simply to better their economic con-
dition, to seek their fortune, but had in view greater, and in a
degree, less selfish ends.
A great many other smaller societies were founded upon
the model of the Giessener Society, but they met with no more suc-
cess. Immediately upon landing the colonists usually scattered;
they felt it imperative to look out for their own interests.
Besides the organized colonies which left Germany,
thousands of Germans left singly, or in groups of two or three
3
families. By 1837 one hundred of the seven hundred inhabitants
in Belleville were Germans. By 1850 there were thirty-eight
4
thousand Germans in Illinois.
In 1833 Gustav Koerner, the Engelmann family and the
Abend family arrived in St. Clair County. They, too intended to
settle in Missouri, having been attracted by the reports in Gott-
fried Duden»s book. 5 But the families stayed in East St. Louis,
while G. Koerner and F. Engelmann went out to investigate conditions
in Missouri. Their report was very unfavorable; they did not find
1, Along with a great many other useless things, a large bell
was brought, which was to be hung in the city hall of
the now city. It wa3 stored in a barn. A telescope
which they also brought fared little better. - Baker,
Americana Gormanica, I, 79.
2, Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 495.
3, Peck, Gazetteer, 156.
4, Seventh Census (1850), XXXVI,
5, Duden 1 s Bcricht fiber eine Reise,
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Missouri flowing with milk and honey, as Duden had described it. in
many ways thoy found it a very undersirable place. The institution
of slavery which existed in Missouri at this time, it is said, was
1
probably an important factor in prejudicing them with Missouri.
Accordingly the families settled in St. Clair County, near Belleville,
where lived a large number of those Germans who had been members of
the Burschenschaften, Manv university and gymnasium friends
2
wore
3
now gathered together within a radius of a few miles.
To these men and to other scholarly German men who came
in large numbers from 1830-1848, the name "Latin farmers" was common-
ly applied, Faust thinks that the epithet, "Latin farmer", or "Latin
settlement", was applied to these men because the majority of them
had been educated in the German gymnasia, where they had received
instruction in Latin and Gfeek. 4 The name was probably first uaed
5
in connection with the cultivated settlers near Belleville, but
later included many others in St, Clair County, In the year 1833
probably the greatest number of these "Latin farmers" came. Although
they were pioneers of high culture, they were no less interesting
than their predecessors, says Bruncken. Ver^r different from the
American backwoodsman in Illinois were these German university men,
but like the former they were ready to do their duty. Without doubt
1. Rombauer, Illinois State Hist. Library, VIII, 291.
2. Dr.Engelmann, Dr, G. Bunsen, Dr. A. Berchelmann, Gustav
Koerner, K. Schreiber, K. Fredrich, E. Decker, and others
lived here. In 1849 F. Hecker joined this group.
3. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., I, 458*
4. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., I, 442.
5. Bruncken, Deutsch Am. Geschichtsblatter, I, 3.
6. Bruncken, Deutsch Am. Geschichtsblatter, III and IV, 36.
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thoGG settlements played an important part in raising the standards
of civilization in their community. Particularly in educational
matters did these men set the standard in their own and in surround-
ing communities, not only for the Germans, but for the Americans as
well.
The number of intellectual men was greatly increased by
the coming of the "Achtundvierziger". This name applies not only to
those who came in the year 1848, but also to those who came in the
2
next few years. It was not until 1850 and 1851 that the number be-
came very large. They came because of the political upheavals in
Germany. The political refugees were men of energetic temperament,
men with ideals, for the realization of which they were ready to de-
vote themselves, as was proved by their actions in Germany, where
they risked not only their homes, their possessions, but their liber-
ty and lives as well, in order to change the political condition of
their country. To Germany the migration of these men was a great
loss, but to the communities where they settled they were, no doubt,
a source of strength and power. For the most part they were radicals,
4
and some among them might fairly be called cranks. They were men of
education, but were entirely unpractical. Physically they could not
5
endure the hardships of pioneer life. Accordingly they were un-
successful at farming. Some took up newspaper work, others turned to
Q
the bar, or other professional careers. However radical they were,
their presence was an incentive to their countrymen in this country,
1. Ibid.
2. Baker, Americana Germanica, I, 71.
3. McMaster, U. S. History, VTI, 223.
4. Bruncken, Deutsch-Am. Geschichtsblatter, III, IV, 44.
5. Baker, Americana Germanica, I, 71.
6. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., II, 37.
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and often to the Americano. Thus their presence must be taken into
account in an accurate survoy of Southern Illinois history.
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CHAPTER IV
ACTIVITIES OF THE GERMAN IMMIGRANTS
The Gorman element in Illinois did not confine itself to
one special line of occupation. The majority of the Germans who came
in the early part of the nineteenth century took up agriculture j a
great many others who came later also took up farming, but not in so
large a proportion as the earlier immigrants. The qualifications of
skill, thrift, industry, and initiative, says Paust, made the German
1
uniformly the most successful farmer in the United States, His
choice of land and his adaptability to new conditions also helped him
to succeed. The German immigrant, however, was not exactlj'- a pioneer
or a frontiersman; he, for the most part, went into districts that
had been cleared. This was particularly true of the Lateiner .
Most of them did not possess the physical power and endurance needed
3
for the arduous tasks on the frontier farms. But a more important
reason was, they had intellectual and moral desires that could not be
satisfied by the barren life of a pioneer farmer. Thus soon they
left their farms for the city or village to take up work to which
I they were better adapted.
A great many of the Germans were interested in the culture
of grape vines. The Koepfli family,who came in 1831, brought some
vines with them from France, Switzerland, and Germany. The European
vines did not grow. In 1843 they planted the first Catawba grapes in
1. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., II, 5G,76.
2. Hoffman, St. Clair County History, 64.
Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., II, 29.
3. Bruncken, Deutsch-Am. Geschichtsbl&tter, III and IV, 35.
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Southern Illinois. Four years later they planted five acres of
grape vine3. These grew very well, T. E. Ililgard, of Belleville,
also took a great interest in the culture of grape vinos and fruit
o
trees."
The Germans who were successful put into practise the
proverb, "Arbeit nacht das Leben Sflsz". Their methods of farming,
it is said, were those of thoroughness and patient labor. They aimed
at producing the largest possible yield per acre. They practised
rotation of crops, for they planned for the future, with a view to
permanent possession. Unlike the American farmer, they were invariably
economical. Instead of the huge fire places they used stoves, so as
to save wood. Their diet was simple, their furniture plain, but sub-
stantial as was their clothing. Their standard of living was prob-
ably lower than that of their American neighbors, but it was a stand-
4
ard that insured success on the frontier farms. Plain as their
house might be, it and the whole place were kept in good order. The
barn, however, as a rule, was more imposing than the house. The Ger-
mans were very careful of their live stock. They might work their
horses hard, but they never overworked them. The German farmers did
their own work, assisted by their families. Thus the families were
usually large because they were a valuable asset. The Germans took a
pride not only in owning their farms, but in keeping them in their
families generation after generation. Statistics of 1900 show that
10,6 per cent of all the farm homes in the United States, or almost
1. Koepfli, Mss., 1.
2. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., II, 52,
3. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S.. II, 29.
4. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., I, 131.
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as many a3 the English, Irish, and Scandinavian elements combined,
1
are owned by the Germans.
Almost without exception, the early Germans devoted
themselves diligently and exclusively to the bettering of their
material conditions. They were nearly all from the poorest and rao3t
ignorant classes of Germans. They had neither the time, inclina-
tion nor ability to concern themselves with affairs outside of their
farms and workshops. As late a3 1830 the schools in Illinois were
2
very poor. With few exceptions the teachers not only had no con-
ception of the business of teaching, but were often without the most
necessary knowledge. Frequently the teachers were young school boys.
Reading, writing, and arithmetic were taught, but without method.
In 1832 the German settlers started a German school at Turkey Hill,
3
probably the first in Illinois,
In contrast to these earlier settlements were the
light
"Lateiner settlements". These were centers ofAfrom which radiated
high ideals of life. Especially in educational matters did these
cultured men set the standard not only for their German countrymen,
but for the Americans as well. Even among the backwoodsmen and
the uneducated pioneers, these early Germans held to the higher
intellectual ideas. This is well illustrated by their work in school
matters and the founding of the library which now is a part of the
Public Library of Belleville.
In 1833 Gustav Koerner, a Lateiner, came to Belleville..
Upon finding no regular school there, he offered to give German-
English instruction. 4 Birfc "tne unusual severity of the winter broke
1. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., II, 33.
2. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 267.
3. Hoffman, St. Clair County Hist., 64. (Hist. Society yni.30^"1
4. Rattorman, Ein Lebenbild, 377 . Romb auer, Trans, oftne I2U "tare *
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uP the school, for some of the children lived six
miles away. The
following year George Bunsen arrived. He first taught his own child-
ren, and later, upon request, a^ao taught the children of his neigh-
bors, Schott and Reuz.
1
In 1855 he was chosen county superintendent
ouporinton.iont of St. Clair County. In 1857 he established a model
elementary school in Belleville, for the purpose of giving the pub-
lic school teachers an opportunity of observing the pedagogical
2
methods of Pestalozzi.
The great principle at the basis of Pestalozzi 's method
was that of communicating all instruction by direct appeal to the
senses and understanding, and developing the child by constantly
calling all his powers into exercise, instead of making him a mere
. . .
3
passive recipient.
George Bunson had studied at the famous Lauterschen
school at Chariottenburg, Germany, which had been established upon th
Pestalozzian system. In 1820 Bunsen founded an academy in Frankfort
4
on this principle. He taught there until 1834, when he came to Amer-
ica. The model school at Belleville was patterned upon the plan of
the academy at Frankfort. The German American schools in southern
|j Illinois for the most part took the Belleville school as their model.
Had Bunsen had the gift of speech and command of the English language
that Xoerner and Schurz had, his influence might have spread faster.
Nevertheless, says Mr. Mannhardt, it was he who placed the school
system of Southern Illinois on a firm basis. The work he did may
1. Ratterman, Ein Lebenbild, 277.
2. Mannhardt, Deutsch Am. Geschichtsblatter, III and IV, 4.
3. The New Am. Comprehensive Encyclopedia, IV, 2059.
4. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 254.
5. Rombauer, Trans, of 111, State Hist. Scoeity, VIII, 304.
G
* Mannhardt Deutsch Am. Geschichtsblatter, III and IV, 23.
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not have boon great, but the spirit he aroused was influential.
1
When he came into Bt. Clair County, education was still in its infancy
in Illinois, although the school fund was ample enough to support
2
good schools. From the first, by means of his high culture and
good judgment, he influenced his American as well as his German
neighbors. An American who was interested in school work during
Bunsen 1 s life, says of him:
"He was an exceptional man, unselfish, and his life on
account of its incorruptible honor and pure conduct was worthy of
imitation and admiration. As a teacher, superintendent of schools,
county superintendent of methods, member of the state board of edu-
cation, as an active and energetic worker in the interest of educa-
tion, his great service can hardly be praised enough, and they will
3
long be remembered."
Among these settlers also was founded the library which
today is called the Public Library of Belleville, As early as 1836
4the library association was organized* The purpose of the organiza-
tion was to devise means for acquiring Jared Spark's Life of Washing-
ton, which some of the Germans wished to study particularly. Dr.
Schott proposed that money be raised by subscription. He also
suggested that the members of the association donate or loan their
books to the library. This suggestion was carried out, and at the
1, Bosse, Das Deutsche Element, 179,
2, Brown, History of Illinois, 448.
3, Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 255.
4, Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 265.
5» The following sixteen men subscribed three dollars each toward
the consummation of this plan: E. Hilgard, P. Wolf, F. Hil-
gard, F. Engalmann, Sr., T, Hilgard, Jr., J. Scheve, (*.
Koerner, Dr. A. Schott, H. Wolf, G, Bunsen, W, Decker.
J. Ledergerber, Dr. A, Reuss,Dl, Hilgard, Dr. A. Berchel-
mann, J. Hildenbrant. Raab, 17th Report, 22,
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end of four weoks, the library numbered ninety-three volumes, all of
which had been donated. At the end of the firot year the number had
increased to three hundred and forty-nix volumes.^"
Among the books donated were the Greek and Roman classics,
works on theology, and horticulture, history, mathematics, geography,
and travels. Gradually as the membership and the means of the associa-
tion increased, some of the German classics, English novels, and the
2
American and English reviews and English magazines were added.
Memoirs and biographies of American statesmen were also purchased.
Koerner says that Congress sent all its public documents to the
libtary. Some of these documents today are of great value.
December 20, 1860, the "Belleville Saengerbund was united
with the library association. The membership of Americans and Ger-
mans up to this time had never exceeded fifty, yet the creation of
a sinking fund of twenty per cent of all receipts towards the erect ior
of a library building—April, 1839—bears testimony to the foresight
5
of these men. The legislature of 1839 granted this association a
charter. In 1853 the library was moved from Dr. Anton Schott's home
in Shiloh Valley to Belleville, Illinois. Thirty years later this
library of twenty thousand volumes was given to the Public Library
of Belleville which wa3 then being started.
Q
It is the common impression that the influence of the
Germans counted for very little in American politics. This impression
1. Raab, 17th Report, 22.
2. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 256.
Rattermann, Eih Lebenbild, 276.
3. Koerner, Memoirs, I, 413.
4. Raab, 17th Report, 25,
5. Raab, 17th Report, 25.
6. Faust, The Ger, Element in the U.S., II, 122.
r
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ie not altogether unfounded, for tho German immigrants before 1030
were exceedingly indifferent towards politics. In tho fatherland
they had not been accustomed to any participation in politics, and
in tho United States they wore so engrossed in working for a living
that they were content to leave politics to their American neighbors
Many did not even take the trouble to become naturalized^ others
voted without knowing what they were doi rg- This indifference and
ignorance was a deep source of indignation to the political refugees
and other educated newcomers. These political refugees of the thir-
ties aroused the early German settlers in Illinois to an interest in
public affairs. However, it must be understood that but few of
2
these refugees became political leaders, even locally* Their
political work was nearly all carried on through the newspapers. Yet
it is hardly fair to say that the Germans had very little influence
in the politics of Illinois because they did not hold many political
offices. They were not selfish office holders, but they were al-
ways on hand when the time came to transform or to improve politics.
This is especially true of the refugees of 1848. Eccentric and im-
practical as their political activity often was, it must be traced
in detail, for it had a powerful influence on the fate of political
4
parties, and on the slavery question particularly in Illinois.
Before 1854 the Germans were strongly democratic in poli-
5
tics. They even tended somewhat to socialism. In the cities,
especially, the Germans were democrats, because this party had not
such an unfriendly attitude to the liquor traffic as had the republi-
1. Bruncken, Deutsch Am. Geschichtsbl&tter, III and IV, 3a.
2. Bruncken, Deutsch Am. Geschichtsfol&tter, III and IV, 4C>
3. Faust. The Ger. Element in the U.S., II. 124.
4. Bruncken, Am. Hist. Assn't Report, 1898, I, 350.
5. Pooley, Settlement of Illinois, 498.
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can party.
1
Indocd, the Germans had many reasons for being
cautious about joining the republican party. Many of the members of
the latter were from the know-nothing party which had strongly op-
2
posed foreigners. The puritanic element in the republican party
was radical on questions important to the ideals of the Germans,
-
personal liberty, temperance, and Sunday observance. In 1854, how-
ever, the majority put aside their personal prejudice and joined
3
the republican party so as to aid in opposing slavery.
Thus the Germans were early taken into anxious considera-
tion by the American politicians. They regarded Koerner as the man
who controlled German votes. But Kberner, himself, says that the
4
German, unlike the American or Irish, cannot be bossed m voting;
5he follows his own judgment. Soon after his arrival Koerner began
to take an active part in public life. 6 And since he spoke English,
German, and French with almost equal fluency, he soon became one of
the most popular political speakers. It is necsssary, too, that the
Germans should be taken into consideration, "For at least at one
critical period of our national history", says Bruncken, "they not
only influenced, but actually dictated the direction of our develop-
ment". Von Hoist states that according to a list drawn up ty the
Cincinnati Gazette, there were in 1854 eighty German newspapers
against the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, and only eight in favor. This prova
that they at least had some influence if they did not actually dictate
1. Bryce, The Am. Commonwealth, II, 35.
2. Vocke, Trans, of McLean Co. Hist. Society, III, 51.
3. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., II, 131.
4. Koerner, Memoirs, I, 426.
5. Marion and Clinton County History, 65.
Dingley, European Emigration, 246.
6. Rombauer, Tran3. of 111. State Hist. Sooiety, VIII, 293.
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a part of our national development. It wan probably duo to the
refugees of 1848, who succeeded in influencing and winning the
Germans, that the republican party in Illinois was successful, and
1
very probable, says Faust, that Lincoln was elected.
Many of the refugees threw themselves into the struggle
of slavery with an ardor equal to that with which they had fought for
2
freedom in their fatherland. Unless the Germans are taken into ac-
count, the anti-slavery struggle, espcially in Illinois, cannot be
fully understood. This anti-slavery struggle was also the maans of
bringing together many of the German pioneer leaders and the American
4
pioneers. Jointly they worked to keep slavery out of Illinois.
The Germans keenly recognized that labor was degraded by the slave
holder at the expense of the free man. Accordingly the Germans took
a firm stand on the side of freedom. Theycould not understand, why
under a free government persons should be held in slavery, "because
their hair was wooly and their skin brack".
The southern slave-holders, it is said, vie?;ed this posi-
tion of the Germans with the utmost alarm and bitterness. They
insisted that this opposition of the Germans towards slavery proved
them incapable of entering into the spirit of American life, and that
1. Faust, The German Element in the U.S., II, 132.
2. Bruncken, Deutsch Am, Geschichtsblatter, III and IV, 36.
3. Bruncken, Am. Hist, Assn't Report, 1898, I, 350.
4. Deutsch Am. Geschichtsblatter, I and II, 6.
5. Vocke, Trans, of McLean County Hist. Society, III, 51.
6. Von Hoist, Constitutional Hist, of UaS.', IV, 426,
7. Vocke, Trans, of McLean Co. Hist, Society, III 52.
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the safest way was to deprive then of the right of suffrage.
Nevertheless, throughout the struggle of slavery the voices of the
1
Germans were heard in behalf of the Union and freedom.
The journalism of the Germans in Illinois was important
because of its effects upon the German people. Its most important
function, says Faust, was to prepare the German population for in-
telligent citizenship. German newspapers hastened the process of
assimilation by interesting the German readers in American politics,
3
history, and existing conditions.
4
The first German newspaper in Illinois was the Frei-
heitsbote fflr Illinois . It was established in Belleville in 1840,
but printed in St. Louis. However, the Germans did not limit them-
selves to German newspapers; they contributed largely to the English
papers, thus reaching a wider circle of people. Gustav Koerner was
6
a liberal contributor to the Auzieger des Westens, and other German
as well as English newspapers and reviews. Probably one of his
Q
first English contributions was to a newspaper called the Bulletin .
In 1844 the Belleviller Beobachter appeared, and in 1849 the Belle -
biller Zeitung was started by T. Engelmann.
1. White, Farewell Address, 6.
2. Faust, The Ger. Element in U. 3., II, 365.
3. Ibid.
4. Bosse, Das Deutsche Element, 182.
5. Koerner, Das Deutsche Element, 268.
6. Ratterman, Ein Lebenbild, 274.
7. Koerner, Memoirs, I, 404.
8. Koerner, Memoirs, I, 403.
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The German newspapers in America in the first part of
the nineteenth century were: merely an imitation of the English news-
papers, but in the third decade of eighteen hundred the German press
was put on a more individualistic basis.
1
The political ideas which
sprang up in France and in Germany caused these German refugees of
1833 in America to give a certain freshness and vigor to their
work. With the coming of the ftchtundvierziger" the German news-
2papers not only increased in number, but in importance. As a rule
they used a better German style and furnished a greater amount of
desirable information in politics and literature.
1. Der Pioneer, XII, 152.
2. Bosse, Das Deutsche Element, 252.
3. Faust, The Ger. Element in the U.S., II, 369.
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